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The Big Contest
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Crude Petroleum Companies

Right - Black Rock
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that away reader, in the stillness of the South American forests, far from the streets and surging crowds and petty thoughts—alone with nature, God and conscience—Garibaldi had already fought the moral battle, had determined the destiny of Italy and that of ourselves. He had done his utmost, and Italy must be our great mission. He had eaten fame and sold, and had learned man to subjugate to the great essential purpose of his life that which still refused to submit. The root of their own, and to accomplish a dishonored end; how little did the world know that the man who yesterday dictated to ninety million within his right hand, had already in his genius self rendered; signed his name to a proclamation that the two Sicilies, which had been returned by Italian unification to the young Republic. The conflict had already fought the moral baldi had already fought the moral world. The story of American independence contains about this spot where the forces of the Atlantic and America met in the battle of Saratoga. This was not a king's dominion that was at stake on that field; conflict of ideas of governments there were at none. For generation before Plymouth Rock and Portsmouth and Portugal, and the British red civil freedom had been alien. Enthusiasm for England's struggle with tyrants. The old songs, inevitable and uncompro.mising still, had renewed the conflict in this modern land. The bordering subjects of the Old World, had become the hardened colonists of the new. Their rights disputed, they appealed to the law. The senator then discusses the causes that led to the war of the revolution, the acts of ministry, and the deeds that came to American arms in the few years of the war. "Ragged, Hungry, and without pay, the Farmer's Army was gloomy and discouraged. Desertion was rapidly depopulating the eastern division of one million men, the whole population of England. Earl Gage planned the bitter stroke that would end the war. British troops from Canada and the assault of the Hudson and the Mohawk by two armies from New York. This made New York the battle ground, the site of the young Republic. The conflict came on the field of Saratoga.

THE BIG CONTEST

Continued from Page 1.

at his convention, he deled upon Europe and the papers and press of Italy. In rapid succession he saw one of the Roman Republic, the surrender of the Eternal City, and the capture of Rome.

During the next eleven years, Garibaldi himself feeling the fire of liberty and independence, and to the horror of the Americans crossed the Alps to find one united Italian heart, and to win the mighty name of patriots. With the Americans before he was ready to make for Italian independence. Against the personal order of Victor Emmanuel he engaged the Bourbon army and, through the inspection of his own daring won the day. The exiled sailor was the absolute dictator of nine million people. His name was worshiped, while people hated him as a God-sent to deliver a party, liberty feuding. The thought of the world was focused on Garibaldi. Europe tingled with apprehension. Was the dictator becoming a Caesar?

"How little the world understands..."
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JUST ARRIVED

Twenty-Five Dozen of the Neatest Designs in MANHATTAN NEGLECTE SHIRTS

The New Shirts in

STIFF AND SOFT HATS

For Spring are very Beautiful. We have them in the Knot Stiff at $5.00. The Sermon Soft and Stiff at $3.00 and $5.50. Young Stiff at $3.00. The "E & M" Special $2.00 and $2.50. More Styles to Select from than all other stores together.

NEW SUITS AND OVERCOATS are arriving. See our New Rain Coat, especially adapted for spring wear in the "Kinchens" and new Reglan shapes, $10.00 to $18.00.

BLOOM & MAYER

ONE-PRICE CLOTHING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

IOWA CITY VOCAL INSTITUTE

LOVELOCK BLOCK, ENTRANCE OF E. 8 STREET.

The Twenties, C. J. Sexton, Director of the Royal Academy of Music, London, has a record of unexcelled popular experience as a special teacher of voice, harmony, and dictation. He has written and lectured in Iowa City. Professor Jean has made the Institute a most unique institution in the West. The Institute is now ready to give the full academic term. Professor Sexton is now at the head of the Institute.

WHETSTONE'S PHARMACY

Is the most convenient place for students to buy their DRUGS, MEDICINES, and TOILET ARTICLES, such as SOAP, TOOTHBRUSHES, HAIR and CLOTH BRUSHES, SHOE BRUSHES, COMBS, PERFUMES, &c.

Call and see us and we will try to please.

174 South Clinton street. IOWA CITY, IOWA

UP-TO-DATE GOODS

GOLF, TENNIS, FOOTBALL, HUNTING, GUNS, AND FISHING TACKLE.

PARSONS & STEFFER, Sr. & Jr. 302 Dubuque St.

FOR THE BEST PHOTOGRAPHERS

Luscombe of SPENCER ST.

OUR AIM IS ARTISTIC EFFECTS AND HONEST DURABLE WORK, SPECIALIZING IN SKETCHEES, WEDDING PLATE, PORTRAITS.

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

CERVAU, LOUIE & CO.

Fountain Pens X Note Books X Magazines and Papers

Textbooks for all Departments.
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The seventh day of October, through treason, Arnold, the half of Galesburg, and the half of his command and forces to cross the battle stream a second time. "The outcome of the battle is uncertain, but Arnold's triumph, with the forces of Galesburg, burns his staff into the east, and hopes on its eastern home, outside an orderly sent to recall him, and dashes upon the field. The explosion of his presence with the last of his band, Arnold at their head. * * * build some everywhere present. Wherefore he sends troops, he goes among them, responding to his brief orders, they follow his Napoleon, this genius until everything swept before him and the double crowned Ilahome of St. George raised the crowning blow of Arnold's standing army in the face and hurled it back, drowned and broken. A few hours later, New York is over, the clefts of the Revolution is passed."

The Triumph of Patriotism

Miss Lotus Love, University of Wisconsin.

"Through all the storm of political institutions, the nation has been ever moving with the tide of time. A century saw slavery buried to the continent of Europe; less than a century has run its way one awful stream of civil strife. Freedom reduced its death wrapped on the purifying fire of freedom and step by step legislation has broken down the barriers of class privileges, and today the spirit of democracy goes forth triumphantly. Universal suffrage has become not only a possibility but a growing, realising power."

New Spring Styles

IN NEGLIGEE SHIRTS ARE HERE
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MANY NEW PATTERNS

But Plain and Finished in Purely Chintz and Felts...

50c to $2.00.

THE C. O. D. LAUNDRY

L. L. KENYON, Prop.

Try One and Open All Night

10 PM to 2 AM

LEADING TAILORS

In Iowa City.

ROLLIN E. MORGAN, IOWA CITY, IOWA.
**Wilsdon's New Cafe.**

I have opened a CAFE in connection with my bakery on Clinton Street, and will Serve MEALS at all hours till midnight. Board by the week, $7.50.

24 South Clinton St.

J. J. WILSDON.